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Introduction

STRANDS OF
A STRONG ECONOMY
by Christine Armstrong
and Robert Phillips

1.

What makes an economy strong has never been more disputed. One person’s sign of strength is another’s signal of
profound weakness. On the one hand we have many who
now blame capitalism, consumerism, and globalisation for an
epidemic of depression in the West. On the other there are
those who credit free markets for the biggest ever fall in global poverty. Could it be that both opinions are partly correct?

This edition of Jericho Times seeks to go beyond “isms”.
A starting point for further discussion throughout 2018,
this collection of short essays from Jericho friends, clients
and partners explores the practical strands and elements
of a stronger, better-functioning economy.
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Catherine Fieschi, Executive Director
of Counterpoint, writes on the discourse
and structures for civic participation;
Christine Armstrong, author of The
Mother of All Jobs (Bloomsbury, 2018),
and pioneer of a plastic-fishing initiative in London’s docklands, shares insights on Britain’s move towards a circular
economic model.

role of professional bodies and institutions in ushering in an era of better,
healthier growth: Stefan Stern, commentator, FT columnist and co-author (with Prof Cary Cooper) of Myths
of Management - what people get wrong
about being the boss (Kogan Page) , reviews Laura Empson’s new book Leading Professionals: Power, Politics and
Prima Donnas (OUP, 2017); Indy Johar,
Jericho partner and co-founder of Dark

Several pieces explore the important
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Matter Laboratories, explores the potential of regulatory bodies to actively unleash innovation.
Russell Haworth, CEO, Nominet, explains how, with
the right metrics, we can reverse the “tech-lash” if we
invest our efforts in building a vibrant (inclusive) digital
future. Andy Wood, CEO, Adnams, describes the role
of localism in the modern economy. Jane McCormick,
Global Head of Tax, and Chris Morgan, Global Head
of Tax Policy at KPMG International, share insights on
a strong tax base. Eve Harris, Research Associate at
Jericho, shares a short overview of new thinking in the
economics space.
In the short period since Jericho Times’ previous edition, Imaginative Leaps, was published, ‘good economy’
rhetoric is becoming ever more mainstream. Recent
backlashes against Uber and Facebook demonstrate
popular disappointment in the ‘sharing’ economy, which has so far failed to share benefits with the many.
We sincerely hope this publication will be the start
of a wider movement – one that pushes for ‘sustainable’ economic thinking to become action rather than
rhetoric. The ideas, idealism and practical solutions
outlined in this publication are intended both as thought-provoking reading, and as building blocks for such a
movement.
They support current Jericho/ client collaborations
geared towards building a better society in the areas of
taxation, transport, the digital economy, the built environment and the future of work.
Further work, client collaborations and thinking on
A Strong Economy will be run by Jericho Chambers in
2018.
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THE (TIRED) PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE DEBATE
A ‘strong economy’ means different things to different
people. The conventional, no-nonsense, textbook economist’s answer to the question of what comprises
economic strength in developed economies usually
comes out something like this:
•

Public policy that places the highest priority on
economic growth relative to other objectives.

•

No significant debt overhang.

•

Rising productivity among the workforce due to the
diffusion of modern technology and business practices.

(By these criteria the UK is palpably failing on two of the
three. But somehow we muddle along.)
A vexed question currently concerns the balance between public and private sectors. The move towards more
public services being carried out by private business,
the outsourcing movement begun under Mrs Thatcher,
is now being questioned by many in the light of the failure of Carillion – although misgivings about PFI have
been there for more than a decade. Would a strong
economy involve the widespread nationalisation of
house-building? Having refuse collection workers back
on the council/ corporation payroll?
Nearly all global economies are ‘mixed’. Command economies remain highly unfashionable. Even Venezuela is
hardly a pure command economy.
The mixed system – an economic model in which both
the private enterprise and a degree of state monopoly
(usually in public services, defence, infrastructure, and
basic industries) coexist – does not have any serious
detractors. All modern economies are mixed where the
means of production are shared between the private
and public sectors.
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BEYOND GROWTH?
ON THE NEED FOR NEW METRICS
Is Economic Growth the city on the hill it used to be?
Many on the green, sustainable side now argue that the
urge to growth is one of the earth’s main problems – it
wastes finite natural resources. Capitalism has eaten itself, argues this corner. This growth has led, in the West
at least, to the phenomenon of ‘peak stuff’. We simply
don’t need any more goods.
And what about GDP in and of itself? It’s now twenty
years since two Nobel economists, Joseph Stiglitz and
Amartya Sen, called on leaders across the globe to move
away from a purely economic concept of gross domestic product, which measures economic production,
towards wellbeing and sustainability. GDP has only
existed since 1934 and its inventor, economist Simon
Kuznets, was adamant it should not be used to measure
the wellbeing of a nation. It’s limited by what it doesn’t
take account of: the value of health and educational services, inequality and poverty rankings or the state of the
environment.
Is a strong economy filled with happy (or at least
contented) people? Measurements of national wellbeing – Happiness Indices – are now widespread.
Growth does not automatically lead to happiness,
especially if its benefits are not well distributed.
The real outlier here is China. Despite astonishing
rates of economic growth over the last twenty years
– during which time GDP per capita has more than
quadrupled – China has been stubbornly stuck in the
same place at around 79th position in the UN Global
Happiness Index. (In reporting this, the China Daily online
noted that “China came out ahead of countries
including Portugal (89) and India (122), with its citizens
reporting more and more satisfaction with living standards and quality of life”.)
It is true that those nations that rank high in the happi-
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ness tables have lower levels of income inequality and
higher levels of social capital. (China take note.)
Research suggests that if governments wish to increase GDP in order to better the lives of their citizens
then growing wealth should be distributed evenly. For
a nation’s life satisfaction to increase, producing more
wealth is not sufficient. The fair distribution of the added
wealth may critically determine whether life satisfaction
will rise on the whole. Even growth is happy growth, and
uneven growth is unhappy growth.

STRIKING A BALANCE
We can also touch on some of the issues raised by
Charles Leadbeater back in the 90s (which formed the
bedrock of Blairism) in his book Living On Thin Air. They
are no less pertinent now. For Leadbeater the key to
strength is leaving behind the dog-eat-dog excesses of
capitalism moving towards a new era of harmonious
collaboration: “a society devoted to financial capitalism
will be unbalanced and soulless. A society devoted to
social solidarity will stagnate, lacking the dynamism of
radical new ideas and the discipline of the competitive
market. A society devoted totally to knowledge creation
would be intelligent but poor. When these three forces
of the new economy work together, they can be hugely
dynamic”. And be strong.

ARCHETYPES FOR A NEW ECONOMY

A new balance to the mixed economy may
not go far enough. There is a growing groundswell
of new, different and radical opinions about how
to build a strong economy.
Champions of dramatic, new models often use different
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foundations for their economics, built on concerns
surrounding sustainability and the green agenda.
Successful economies tend to be circular rather than
growing vertically. This is not anchored in the areas of
free market/ mixed economy versus planned economy
argument.
One example of this would be Indy Johar, one of this
edition’s contributors, a strong advocate of bottom-up
rather than top-down solutions. Johar writes:
“Any discussion of the future of civil society needs to
start by acknowledging the demise of Homo Cívica – the
civic human and reduction of our societal roles to labour, voter and consumer”.

Any viable future needs to framed about rebuilding
and re-expanding the role of citizen beyond the
provision and capacity of labour, consumption and
the vote – embracing the civic agency, capacity and
participation of citizens.
“This is an investment from the threat of destitution”,
he continues. “A universal basic income would be the
ultimate investment in the emancipation of humans
– the research and development which we need to
transform our society. Rediscovering Homo Cívica and
a future civic society is a foundational investment in
rebuilding bridging social capital, societal trust, the
amateur economy, the infrastructure for life long
human development, democratising invention and
thereby innovation.”
The question will be how to marry the idea of a healthy
economy with a healthy society.
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A STRONG
TAX BASE

by Jane McCormick and Chris Morgan

Jane McCormick and Chris Morgan
JANE McCORMICK IS GLOBAL HEAD OF TAX AND CHRIS MORGAN IS GLOBAL
HEAD OF TAX POLICY AT KPMG INTERNATIONAL. IN COLLABORATION
WITH JERICHO CHAMBERS, CHRIS AND JANE ARE SPEARHEADING KPMG
INTERNATIONAL’S RESPONSIBLE TAX PROJECT.
responsibletax.kpmg.com/home
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LEARNINGS FROM
THE RESPONSIBLE TAX PROJECT
An oft-raised question is whether current tax systems
are fit for purpose. The Foreword to this publication
references the idea of Homo Cívica – the citizen who
is more than his or her capacity for labour and consumption. If Homo Cívica is more than Homo Economicus,
then judging by the sterile and confrontational public
debate around tax, the answer to the ‘fit for purpose’
question must be “no”. The ‘pay your fair share’ accusation against the ‘I am obeying the law’ defence shows
we have lost a sense of tax as the entry fee for civilised
society. Tax should be more a question of the common
good than a personal or political battle ground.
Responsible tax should be seen through the lens of
Homo Cívica rather than Homo Economicus.
The realisation that none of the stakeholders in the tax
debate were actually listening to each other was the
starting point for KPMG’s Responsible Tax project, piloted in the UK in 2014 and later launched at global level. Working with Jericho Chambers we have organised
a number of discussions and publications with contributions from a wide spectrum of people, all with very
different perspectives. Contributions to the debate have
come from business leaders, policymakers, government
officials, tax authorities, NGOs, faith leaders, academics
and journalists from around the world. More information is available on the Responsible Tax website.

COMMON GROUND EXISTS
Firstly, when representatives of different groups and
sectors sit down together to talk, one of the most striking
things is the commonality. There is general agreement
that despite tax being a legal issue (with tax charges calculated according to law), it has moral or ethical dimensions. Often the way the law operates depends on the
choices a taxpayer makes about how to arrange their
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affairs. In the roundtable we held on avoidance and evasion it was agreed that these are separate phenomena
– the fact something is legal does not automatically
make it moral. Everyone agreed a responsible approach
is required. This applies to not only to taxpayers, but
also to policymakers in how they design and enforce
laws, and to the media and NGOs in how they comment
on tax matters.

TAX HAS A PURPOSE

Looking at the actual
principles of a good
tax system we can
say that it should
pay for the societal
foundations we
all desire (health,

TRANSPARENCY MEANS NUANCE
Since its inception, the Responsible Tax movement has
hosted a number of discussions on transparency. As
regards corporate tax there is still a debate about how
much information ought to be made public, but there
is general agreement that companies need to explain
their strategy and payments to their stakeholders.
Likewise there should be transparency over policy-making, collection and use of tax revenues.

education, security
etc.); it should be
progressive and
redistributive; and it
should support rather
than hinder economic
growth.

TAX HAS A PURPOSE
Looking at the actual principles of a good tax system we
can say that it should pay for the societal foundations
we all desire (health, education, security etc.); it should
be progressive and redistributive, and it should support
rather than hinder economic growth.

TAX IS PRACTICAL
So what are the practical implications of a responsible
tax system with a strong base?
To a certain extent it is necessary to consider whether
a tax’s impact plays out on a purely domestic level or
also on a global level. In one of our earliest roundtables
we discussed international tax competition. On the one
hand there are concerns about a global race to the bot-
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tom. On the other, few would doubt a country has the
right to use tax as part of industrial policy. Innovation –
the subject of Indy Johar’s article – is just one economic
area tax systems can be used to support, although a
proper cost benefit analysis needs to be made.

POLICY COMES
WITH RESPONSIBILITY
A common point of agreement between stakeholders
is that policy should not create unfair tax competition – for example giving preferential regimes only to
foreign investors. Particular care needs to be taken
when considering the spill-over effects on developing
countries; and indeed it may be time to revisit the current international status quo which tends to allocate
the greater share of taxing rights to developed countries where the head offices of multinationals are based,
rather than to developing countries.

TAX CAN MEAN CHANGE
Looking at domestic issues there is a need to consider
more what we should be taxing – and this will be one
of the themes of our Responsible Tax project this year.
There are, for example, arguments that moving towards
environmental taxes can both shift the burden of tax
away from employment – so stimulating growth and
employment – and also produce social benefits, such
as reducing local pollution and carbon usage on a wider
scale.
In the UK it is time for a debate about wealth taxes.
They are very sensitive as they risk double taxation (on
both earning of wealth and then its holding), create
issues with the ability to pay, and can be politically manipulated. However, wealth taxes can be a useful tool to
reduce structural inequality, to assist intergenerational
fairness and to make income taxes more progressive
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and move them away from employment.
In terms of building strong local economies, the subject
of Andy Wood’s article, in the UK, some taxing powers
have been devolved to the national parliaments – but
what about more devolution to the regions in order to
increase subsidiarity and creativity?
In conclusion: There is no one blueprint for a perfect
tax system. It will always depend upon the particular
situation of a country. But the basis needs to be
building the common good.
Matthew Gwyther’s foreword to this series of essays
questions whether we need a strong society more than
a strong economy. But both require a responsible – and
therefore strong – tax base. Throughout the Responsible
Tax project it has been interesting to see that tax is
almost a microcosm of our communities. It is a tangible
place where the rights and duties of the individual that
we owe to each other and those of the state come into
contact on an almost daily basis.
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4.

LOCAL
LEVERS
by Andy Wood

Andy Wood
ANDY WOOD IS FOUNDING CHAIRMAN OF THE NEW ANGLIA
LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP, CHAIR OF THE NEW
ANGLIA SKILLS BOARD AND CEO OF BREWER ADNAMS.
www.adnams.co.uk
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What role for localism in a modern economy?
Our parents and grandparents lived at a time
when places were inextricably linked to specialisms.
Sheffield was a steel city, Liverpool was world-famous for
its docks and international trade, Birmingham the world’s first manufacturing city, Northampton synonymous
with shoes and Norwich with wool and textiles. These
industries ultimately employed thousands, provided a
sense of purpose for individuals and were an enormous
source of civic pride for the places themselves. They
were, in many respects, self-reinforcing systems.
Today, such cities are spoken of in a post-industrial
context as they seek to reinvent themselves in a new
digitised world. As we all become participants in the
Fourth Industrial Revolution, characterised as a world
where everything is connected to everything else, what is
the role of business in place-making, keeping small-scale
economies vital and vibrant? This conundrum is most
pronounced at city level, but given people and their
employers now have the opportunity to stay local and
trade global, towns and villages are also critically important in this context.
It is often said, businesses have a symbiotic relationship
with their employees, investors, suppliers, customers
and communities. But some fundaments have been
lost. Our social, economic and environmental systems
need strengthening. We see this in the rapid hollowing
out of high streets and commercial quarters in cities.
We see the devastating effects on communities when
businesses move away from a place. These are effects
that no amount of well-meaning CSR can replace and
where Government policy has been found wanting for
many years. The invisible hand of Adam Smith has much
to commend it in this regard.
Corporate Responsibility positions itself as a solution
that intervenes where the market fails and is replete with well-meaning purposeful slogans. A previous
Chairman of mine referred to CSR as a ‘fig leaf of
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what does this look like in practice?

respectability’ and he had a point. Clement Attlee expressed it differently and
powerfully: “Charity is a cold grey loveless thing. If a rich man wants to help the
poor, he should pay his taxes gladly,
not dole out money at a whim”. It is
probably no surprise that Carillion had
a deep and extensive CSR programme.
At one level it was effective. It won many
accolades. However, did that programme do anything to protect the workers,
their families, their customers, suppliers,
investors or communities from the failure? The answer is a resounding no.

My own company, Adnams, has been an
active participant in the Coastal Town of
Southwold since 1872. During that time it
will not have got everything right. However, it has been a constant employer, a
developer of people and the guardian
of relationships with customers and
suppliers stretching over decades. This
approach is based upon a set of social
and environmental values that the business defined many years ago which are
as relevant today as when they were first
instituted. The business has a clear policy of working with SME’s and local businesses whenever possible. Stories about
developing people also abound. Adnams’
Chief Operating Officer joined the business over 25 years ago as a part-time
office cleaner. On top of the individual
achievement, the message it sends to the
organisation’s new joiners is that anything
is possible. In addition to producing world-class beers and spirits the business is
almost as well-known for its approach to
sustainability. It always undertakes development in a way that fits with the wider
context of its town and chooses to integrate features that lower operating costs
through resource efficiency. The business
has benefitted from its innovation in this
space and has received great support
from customers, suppliers and the local
community.

So what is to be done? How can the
notion of localism help?
Unsurprisingly, given my background, I
will point to mid-sized businesses as a
potential pillar in strong economies of
the future. Mid-sized businesses in the
UK account for about 17% of jobs, but
make up only 2% of UK businesses. They
are therefore disproportionately large
employers. Often family- or employeeowned, they tend to stay put in their
location, to be extremely proud of their
place and to look after their employees.
A longer-term perspective means those
at the head of these businesses look for
sustainable returns over extended timeframes, they have a healthy aversion to
risk and are unlikely to play fast and loose
with profits. Often characterised as dusty,
old-fashioned, ‘Uncle Albert businesses’,
the reality couldn’t be more different.
Many are vibrant, thrusting businesses
differentiated by a sense of responsibility
that is part of their DNA. Such businesses
work at human scale and enjoy true symbiosis with their local communities. So

So what is the message in this for localism? Government policy naturally focuses
on SME’s and puts great store behind
supporting this vital part of the economy.
Large organisations generate huge economies of scale and do not require such
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support, although we all know – from bitter experience – it is painful when they
overreach themselves.
In the campaign for a strong economy,
the forgotten army are mid-sized businesses.

In the campaign
for a strong economy,

They employ lots of people and develop
them, they tend to stay put and, most
of all, they naturally support their communities. Their place is often their cultural home. For such businesses being
around, and creating these self-reinforcing systems, local communities are
more sustainable, more coherent and
more vibrant.

the forgotten army
are mid-sized businesses.
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RE-INVENTION:
THE FIFTH INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION
by Christine Armstrong

Christine Armstrong
CHRISTINE ARMSTRONG IS CO-FOUNDER OF JERICHO
CHAMBERS, AUTHOR OF THE MOTHER OF ALL JOBS,
BLOOMSBURY, 2018. CHRISTINE RUNS A PLASTIC FISHING
INITIATIVE IN LONDON’S THAMES.
christine.armstrong@jerichochambers.com
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For years I looked out and wondered what the two
guttural tugs, pulling huge barges of yellow sea containers, were carrying as they puttered daily down the
Thames past our house. They always reappear later
in the day, heading back into central London, sitting
notably higher in the water, lightened of their load. My
husband, whose Mastermind subject of choice is the
identification of London’s tugs by their engine noise,
knew as soon as I asked: mountains of London’s rubbish being shipped to Essex.
The tugs are another of so many reminders that we
have too much stuff in our houses – ‘peak stuff’ as
they say on Twitter – and generate too much waste
we choose not to value. From the explosion of storage
companies, to whom we pay hundreds of pounds not
to live with the things we have bought. To Japanese
tidying expert, Marie Kondo, selling six million books
about how to declutter. Six. Million. Books. On – at its
heart – filling black bin liners to the ceiling of your hallway and trying to squeeze it all into the car for the tip
run. To the rage so many parents describe when they
talk about the endless, soul-crushing battle with the
plastic crap that comes with modern parenting. To
that feeling when, yet again, you are before the wall
of kettles and toasters in John Lewis, irritated it wasn’t
long at all since you were last here but the damn thing
has blown up and cannot be fixed.
When I picture all this waste, I see – perhaps counter-intuitively – that a strong economy in the future will depend less on shopping for new and much
more on the reinvention of things we already have.
Currently in Europe, for every 100 euros we spend on
imports, only 5 Euros are ever re-used or saved for
future use. What a shocking waste of things – what a
shocking waste of money.
Imagine for a moment, the UK being the world’s
centre of expertise for extracting the value out of what
we already have, at scale. The things we have already paid for. Turning old clothes into new fabric (see
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Worn Again, the brilliant work of Cyndi Rhodes), efficiently mining old tech for useful components, turning
used plastic into every useful thing we need (from the
yoghurt pot kitchen surface, to my own initiative that
has delivered a boat made of recycled plastic). Not
to mention designing new solutions to old problems
– as the team at A Plastic Planet drive us towards
plastic-free supermarket aisles, what packaging will
replace plastic and how and where will it be recycled
or decomposed to keep it useful?
The unavoidable truth is that a strong economy will
depend on the UK leading the way in fixing, improving
and re-manufacturing all the stuff we have bought
and imported and which will otherwise be next seen
puttering towards the landfill. Putting the UK’s strength in innovation and invention into designing kettles,
toasters and everything else to last a lifetime. Lifting
the tax on fixing broken things (as Sweden has done).
Extending the warranty on items (as France has done)
so they are designed to last. Making items repairable
for the long-term (see Dyson and Patagonia and many
more). And creating the UK-based expertise and infrastructure to recycle efficiently across the board of
all the products we currently use and dispose of.
Through the lens of current capitalism (and modern
politics), this is of course madness: economists tell
us we need people to keep frantically buying stuff to
keep the economy growing and growing, all the while
filling big holes in the ground with crap and damaging our own water tables. But in a world where materials and natural resources are in far shorter supply
(and largely controlled by foreign powers) and the use
of power has to be better managed, how will these
habits be remembered? My hunch is that we will look
back aghast at the short-term fools we are. Like the
sub-prime salespeople of 2009, the dotcom millionaires who busted in 2002, or men panning for gold
in the desert long after the rush. We will see, with
the crystal clarity of hindsight, that the old maxim is
correct: happiness is not having what you want, it is
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appreciating what you have.

Imagine we were the

In this instance, doing the right thing for the planet
is also right in terms of traditional economic metrics. A report by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, SUN
(Stiftungsfonds für Umweltökonomie und Nachhaltigkeit), and the McKinsey Center suggests that Europe can take advantage of the impending technology
revolution to create a net benefit of €1.8 trillion by
2030, €0.9 trillion more than on its current path. Of
course we in the UK probably won’t be part of Europe
by then, so we need to tend our own path to a strong
economy. But imagine we were the centre of the world
for recycling, reinventing, re-using. Surely that would
have a value of more long-term significance than just
trading money….

centre of the world for

Maybe I am right (and maybe I am not) but, if ever I
doubt myself, I look first to the future and the next generation who make it very clear that they want to support businesses doing good in the world. They completely get the environmental and economic mess we
are in and are looking for answers. A colleague sighs
that his son wants to go into ’sustainability’ – “doesn’t
everyone these days?” he laments – as if he’d prefer
he just chose accountancy.
Secondly I look back to every other generation that
has ever lived. As recently as the nineties, my grandmother talked proudly of unravelling her kids’ jumpers
when they outgrew them, using the wool to knit new
ones. She smoothed and folded wrapping paper and
tin foil for later use. She was able to turn a few bits of
veg wilting in the fridge into creamy vegetable soup.
It all sounds quaint now, but she was right about a lot
of things and, with a dry, “Where there’s muck there’s
brass”, it seems she was right about this too.
That said, her views on the French and what constitutes an acceptable tip for a hairdresser (25p) are best
consigned to a history lesson.
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BOOK REVIEW:
LEADING PROFESSIONALS:
POWER, POLITICS
AND PRIMA DONNAS

6.

by Professor Laura Empson, OUP, 2017
Reviewed by Stefan Stern

Stefan Stern
STEFAN STERN IS A COMMENTATOR, FT COLUMNIST
AND CO-AUTHOR (WITH PROF CARY COOPER) OF
MYTHS OF MANAGEMENT - WHAT PEOPLE GET WRONG
ABOUT BEING THE BOSS (KOGAN PAGE).
www.highpaycentre.org
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Professionals are the original knowledge workers, and
were so long before that modish term first appeared. Professional service firms – accountants, lawyers,
management consultancies – survive and flourish on
the basis of what is contained in their people’s heads,
and how well they can work together and serve their
demanding clients.
It follows that leading and managing professionals is a
vital task, and at times a pretty daunting one, too. If you
have recruited wisely you will not be carrying many under-qualified passengers. Bluntly, you will be surrounded by smart-arses, who are, mostly, good at their job,
and know that they are. And as these firms are often
structured as partnerships rather than in the traditional
hierarchical form of the PLC, you cannot even count on
the conventional career ladder to help exert some sort
of management control.

This is a subtle working environment, with hidden
power relationships and unwritten rules. Only the
highly-skilled should enter here and expect to survive
unscathed. Luckily, we have found the ideal guide to
this rarefied world...
Laura Empson, a Professor at Cass Business School
in London and an acknowledged expert in this field.
[Disclosure – Prof Empson is a friend of your reviewer
and a colleague at Cass.]
Prof Empson’s latest book draws on interviews carried out with over 500 professionals, and benefits from
the insights and experience she has gained in over two
decades studying professional organisations. She also
has the advantage of having worked previously in what
for want of a better phrase we could call ‘the real world’
– although whether that is the right term to describe
investment banking and management consultancy is a
question that will have to be debated elsewhere.
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The joy of this book is the rich array of
telling quotations skilfully elicited by its
author. As a journalist I can only envy
Prof Empson’s great knack of getting very
grown-up and senior people to open up
and share their private thoughts.

A: I don’t think so.

For example, here is an exchange between the author and a partner in a law firm

“It’s not telling them what to do; it’s actually
just coming up with the prompts and
ideas to maximise the business and get
the best out of people. So leadership sort
of happens”.

What does, rather, what can leadership
mean in an environment such as this?
Here is another take from a senior partner in a law firm –

Q: Does anyone have power over you?
A: Not as far as I’m concerned, no.

Partnerships are different. They are
special. The business is owned by colleagues. So what kind of leadership and

Q: Does anyone think they have power
over you?
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dibility doing that. You have to be able to
show you can still cut it”, says one practice
head in a law firm.

management structure will make sense?
Many such firms will have a two-headed
leadership structure in place, with both a
managing partner and a senior partner.
But who’s the boss? Prof Empson does
her best to find out –

Perhaps this nagging tension has
something to do with the rampant
insecurity found in some of these highly
capable professionals. Prof Empson has
popularised the concept of “insecure
over-achievers” to describe these apparent winners of the professional service
world.

Q: Who’s in charge here?
Senior Partner (Firm X): [Pause.] Well I
suppose I am, I mean in a way, I mean I
think, but it’s difficult to answer that question.

“Our partners are looking for reassurance all the time”, one managing partner of
a law firm tells her. “Some of the partners
who are most clearly insecure are some
of the very best people we have”.

Q: Who’s in charge here?
Managing Partner (Firm X): Hmmm. You
want one name or you want…?
Q: I just want your view of what the truth
is.

This is a fascinating book. There is plenty
more serious analysis here, and academic theory, which is worth studying at
length. But it remains accessible to the
lay reader. Prof Empson has shone a bright light into a previously under-explored
world, and has revealed leadership and
management lessons that are valuable
for us all, whether we are high-powered
professionals or not.

Managing Partner: [Pause.] I think it’s the
two of us actually. We rarely disagree. It’s
instinctive.
This is a world of high fee-earners. You
win credibility with your peers by being
seen to be a commercial success. And yet
success may lead to elevation to a senior
management position which may remove
you from the fee-earning world.
“Bob…made a classic mistake of cutting
right back on his practice and becoming
full-time management… you do lose cre-
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BUILDING A VIBRANT
DIGITAL FUTURE:
INCLUSIVITY IS CRUCIAL

7.

by Russell Haworth

Russell Haworth
RUSSELL HAWORTH IS CEO OF NOMINET. JERICHO AND NOMINET HAVE COLLABORATED ON
THE DIGITAL FUTURES INDEX, USING CONCRETE METRICS TO TRACK THE UK’S PROGRESS IN
IMPLEMENTING A VIBRANT, INCLUSIVE DIGITAL ECONOMY.
www.nominet.uk/DigitalFuturesIndex/#!dfi0
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The fact that you’re either reading this online or have
downloaded the PDF means you fall into the ‘digitally-savvy’ category. This is in contrast to approximately
39 million adults – over half the population of the UK,
according to our Digital Futures Index - who are not
comfortable consuming information online. As technological developments accelerate, there is a real risk
the digital divide could become one of the biggest social issues of our time, undermining any advancements,
hindering the UK’s progression towards being a global
digital leader.
Research has shown that a lack of digital skills often
correlates with existing deprivation and disadvantage,
whether by age, income, education, disability or unemployment. With today’s society operating almost exclusively online, access to the jobs market – and the skills to
succeed within it – is only one area in which digital skills
can be transformative, enabling a stronger, more inclusive economy. ‘How do I’ is such a searched-for phrase
that it has its own trending chart on Google, with ‘how
to’ videos one of the most popular content categories
on YouTube. Whichever platforms are being used, the
internet has opened up opportunities for self-learning,
whether for educational or vocational reasons or just
for fun.
There is also a documented link between wellbeing and
digital inclusion. Access to the internet can reduce issues such as isolation and loneliness, especially in older
people or those housebound due to disability or illness.
Digital healthcare devices can empower society to take
control of their own health and make intervention more
accessible when needed. A sense of independence and
autonomy is also a by-product of digital competence;
the internet can help people to find their niche.
These are the concerns for today, but in the future,
when technology plays an even more pivotal role in our
lives, questions of digital inclusivity become more acute.
In ‘smart’ cities, a degree of digital savviness is needed
simply to get from a to b, healthcare increasingly uses
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the benefits of being online. This latter
point is crucial, as Lloyds also found that
68% of adults that are offline say nothing
would motivate them to get connected.
We must help these people recognise
the necessity of being online.

digital for the purposes of diagnosis, and
more and more tasks are being performed by AI.

While much of the interaction with
technology with be visual and verbal,

A lack of digital skills is not the only stumbling block on the journey to a vibrant
digital future. Equitable access to a good
internet connection is becoming a necessary component of life, yet there are
still blackspots in the UK where people
struggle to get strong connections – or
any connection at all. There are a variety
of issues causing these blackspots, from
challenging topography that prevents
service providers connected communities (especially those in rural, isolated
areas) to people lacking the credit rating
or reliable income to allow them to sign

people must still have digital skills to
understand their devices and access
services with confidence and safety.
That isn’t to say the country is stagnating: the Lloyds Consumer Digital Index
2017 found that 1.1 million people had
gained basic digital skills in the year since the previous survey. Many community
and national projects are working hard
to equip the digitally unfamiliar with the
skills they need – and educate them on
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the coming years. Both these issues have
complicated social and cultural causes,
with both issues traced back to school
days and the environment in which children are educated. Encouragement, visible mentors and an understanding of
what a tech career can really involve are
all valuable means of bucking the trend
to ensure the future generation of workers can fulfil their potential and meet
the demands of our industry.

up to a monthly internet contract.
Affordable and strong internet connections could soon be seen as a basic
human right in this digital era. A recent
report into Universal Basic Services by
IGP’s Social Prosperity Network codifies
this. According to co-author Jonathan
Portes from King’s College, London, a former senior Government official, “The role
of the state is to ensure an equitable distribution of not just money, but opportunity to participate and contribute to
society”. The importance of free internet
is stressed as a need alongside housing,
food, transport being provided to all British citizens.

Inclusivity cannot be underestimated as
we journey towards the next digital revolution. With each advancement in technology, the need to remove the digital
divide becomes more pressing. Improvements will be measured in all the ways
highlighted above – the percentage of
women in tech roles, the percentage of
people online and how many in our society feels ‘digitally-savvy’, not to mention
the shortfall of workers with digital skills.
For the sake of a strong, fair economy, inclusion is vital to optimise the benefits of
technology and support whatever innovations lie ahead.

Beyond basic skills and access to the internet, a vibrant digital future is one that
utilises all the skills of the diverse population we have. It has been much documented that there is a shortage of women
working in STEM-related careers. There is
also a ‘digital skills crisis’ in terms of tech
workers across the board – the Government estimates we need 745,000 workers with digital skills to meet demand in
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8.

IF HOMO ECONOMICUS
IS DEAD,
WHAT NEXT?
by Eve Harris

Eve Harris
EVE HARRIS IS RESEARCH ASSOCIATE AT JERICHO CHAMBERS, AND COEDITOR OF JERICHO TIMES.
eve.harris@jerichochambers.com
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RENEWED ECONOMIC THINKING:
A SUMMARY OF FOUR IMPORTANT
VIEWS.

expression are perhaps different (cue
‘peak purpose’, banks speaking of ‘integrity’, and political and business elites
referring constantly to a better society),
the system itself cannot be said to have
fundamentally changed.

It is said that the golden age of the industrial model – when the labour/ manufacturing/ consumption cycle functioned
from an economic (growth) perspective
– was 1870 to around 1970. The 2008
financial collapse has been written about
as the ‘perfect storm’ of change, one that
had been brewing for years as the system
rotted from within. Yet, 10 years later,
although the means are different (cue
Cambridge Analytica), and the means of

1.

While traditional economic dogma has
not been able to pull us out of the crisis,
new ideas are emerging, some of which
the article below seeks to review. It is up
to us to bring these new discourses into
the way we work, the way we run our
business and our lives.

IDEA 1: BREAK FREE, TAKE STOCK
EXPRESSED BY: PETER FLEMING
WRITTEN IN: THE DEATH OF HOMO ECONOMICUS: WORK, DEBT AND THE MYTH OF ENDLESS ACCUMULATION,
PLUTO PRESS, 2017

Fleming argues shock and inertia since 2008 has led to ‘wreckage economics’,
a bleak post-capitalist world, where “dominant powers seek to preserve the
spirit of capitalism, even if it is on fire all around us”. In characteristically
polemical language he summarises the status quo as “a new dark age […] in
which corporate fiefdoms and global plutocrats preside over an increasingly
disenfranchised transnational population and dying natural environment”. In
such a world Homo Economicus is more hapless victim than the dollar-hunting animal of neo-classical economics, embodying “an inbuilt tendency for
disaster, frequently lived as a personal nightmare of debt and insecurity”. The
book is rich in examples that illustrate and outrage. Delivery workers at Parcel
force are penalised £250 a day if they call in sick, tech companies combine the
“ethos of flower power” with intense market individualism, Deliveroo workers
fight tooth and nail for the ‘right’ to per-hour payment, and it was five years
before the body of Isabella Purves, a pensioner from Edinburgh, was discovered..., such is the “economisation of life in general” – and the resulting social
fabric in which Homo Economicus resides.
Fleming offers little in the way of concrete solutions within the economic para-
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digm, in fact he counsels collectively stepping right outside of it. Taking stock
of “what we are collectively doing”, paying attention to Oscar Wilde’s phrase
‘the price of everything and the value of nothing’, might help us “forge the
tools to break free from the mass cash psychosis that we have been forced
to call everyday life”. A collective taking stock is what will reincarnate Homo
Economicus.

2.

IDEA 2: CHANGE THE DISCOURSE, MOVE BEYOND WAGE LABOUR
EXPRESSED BY: NICK SRNICEK AND ALEX WILLIAMS
WRITTEN IN: INVENTING THE FUTURE: POST-CAPITALISM AND A WORLD WITHOUT WORK,
PLUTO PRESS, 2015

This book pitches itself as a ‘manifesto for the end of capitalism’, envisaging
a brighter future without work. Srnicek and Williams’ vision entails a fully automated economy: “We should take the estimate [that 47 to 80 per cent of
today’s jobs could be automated], not as a deterministic prediction but instead as the outer limit of a political project against work. We should take these
numbers as a standard against which to measure our success…”; a three-day
weekend, a universal basic income, and a cultural shift in our understanding
of work, toppling the dominance of our current “work-ethic culture”.
This book is interesting from the perspective of how changes towards a stronger economy can be implemented. Opening a chapter with a memorable quote from Jodi Dean - ‘Goldman Sachs doesn’t care if you raise chickens’ - the
writers blame the current status quo of inequality and political stagnation on
‘folk-politics’. These are “politics without passion” which fundamentally “lack
the tools to transform neo-liberalism into something else”. Their recommendation: replacing ‘thinking politics’ “with an upgraded means of doing politics (which directs action towards building platforms and expanding scales)”.
The concluding chapter recommends a counter-hegemonic project, where a
“combination of social alliances, strategic thinking, ideological work and institutions builds a capacity to alter public discourse”. It is inefficient, they argue to
have a “massive populist movement against the current forms of capitalism”.
Tipping the balance, and bringing in a new, stronger economy, will require the
left to constructively develop a “sociotechnical hegemony: both in the sphere of ideas and ideology and in the sphere of material infrastructures”. The
writers advocate a concerted, vibrant, and well-considered effort to replace
tired models, and to change the prevailing discourse.
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3.

IDEA 3: LET ECONOMIC THEORY TAKE ON A NEW, MESSIER SHAPE
EXPRESSED BY: KATE RAWORTH
WRITTEN IN: DOUGHNUT ECONOMICS; SEVEN WAYS TO THINK LIKE A 21-ST CENTURY ECONOMIST,
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE, 2017

Kate Raworth starts with a question: What if we started economics not with its
long-established theories but with humanity’s long-term goals and sought out
the economic thinking that would enable us to achieve them?
For a stronger economy, the answer proposed by Doughnut Economics is
to move on from orthodox economic theory – with growth its mantra and
‘rational actors’ its protagonists – and instead embrace a breed of economics
visually expressed by a doughnut.
The doughnut diagram suggests economic activity needs to play out within
the bounds of the “social foundation” needed for wellbeing on the one hand,
and planetary constraints (the “ecological ceiling”) on the other. Raworth suggests we become ‘agnostic’ about economic growth “Today,” she writes, “we
have economies that need to grow, whether or not they make us thrive; what
we need are economies that make us thrive, whether or not they grow”.
In this vein, she argues inequality is a design failure rather than an inevitability,
Homo Economicus and the view of the economy as a machine (including the
conventional notion of ‘externalities’) is a myth she rejects outright, suggesting
economists need to embrace systems thinking, “discard the engineer’s hard
hat and wrench, and pick up some gardening gloves and shears instead”. By
this line of thought, instead of trying to rationalise and control the behaviour
of an economy and the people within it, those making policies must embrace
economies as thriving eco-systems, and experiment and work with people to
design systems that function specifically for the benefit those inside them. In
order of appearance, Raworth envisages an economy built by and for earth,
society, the [diverse] economy, the household, the market, the commons,
the state, finance, business, trade and power… The book offers an engaging
account of how these players might interact in a strong, flourishing economy.
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4.

IDEA 4: EMBRACE ECONOMICS FOR THE COMMON GOOD.
EXPRESSED BY: JEAN TIROLE
WRITTEN IN: ECONOMICS FOR THE COMMON GOOD,
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2017

Nobel Prizewinner Tirole starts with the premise: “Academics must... collectively aim to make the world a better place; consequently, they cannot refuse,
as a matter of principle, to take some interest in public affairs.” The implication
for economists? “Economists must … with humility and conviction, harness
economics for the common good.”
According to Tirole, “the invisible and the visible hands – the market and the
State – are mutually complementary”. He argues we need economists to
engage with the many challenges facing society, identifying objectives and
inventing the technical micro- and macro- policy tools to meet them. Parts 4
and 5 of the book concentrate on the explicit challenges of climate change,
labour market challenges, Europe, post-2008 finance, innovation and the digital economy, with detailed explanations of economic approaches to solving
these problems, what works and what doesn’t.
For example, Tirole’s chapter on climate change asks how we got to the point
billowing global carbon emissions, the scant progress we are making on
climate negotiations and whether we can limit global warming. The root
cause according to him is the ‘free rider’ problem: “the benefits of reducing
climate change remain global and distant in time, while the costs of that
reduction are local and immediate”, this plays out at an individual level as
much as a national one. Illustrated with examples, Tirole’s economist oriented
towards the common good might consider levers such as emissions permits, carbon tax, unilateral approaches to carbon policy, international pressures, or specific command and control mechanisms. Tirole takes an academic
approach to how examples of these levers fared. For example, an attempt
to establish carbon pricing under the Kyoto Protocol, the EU’s Emission
Trading Scheme, failed due to the Eurozone crisis, renewable energy reducing
demand for emissions permits, and a resulting “implicit political decision not
to be the only region in the world to adhere to the commitments made in
Kyoto”. The strategy of voluntary commitments under the 2015 UN Climate
Change Conference in Paris “is an inadequate response to climate change…”
creating “strong incentives to engage in ‘greenwashing’. The smart economist’s
response to the ‘free rider’ problem would be forcing economic agents to
internalise the negative externalities of the carbon emissions (the ‘polluter
pays’ principle), or imposing a uniform price for carbon on all economic agents
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worldwide, guaranteeing mitigating policies were lower than the price of
carbon.
The book is interesting for its detailed dissection of ‘common good’ economic
policy. It is a practical manifesto for a new, less dismal, breed of economist.
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9.

INNOVATION NEEDS
A BORING
REVOLUTION
by Indy Johar

Indy Johar
INDY JOHAR IS PARTNER AT JERICHO CHAMBERS AND FOUNDER OF 00 AND
DARK MATTER LABORATORIES. THIS PIECE WAS INSPIRED BY A ROUNDTABLE
HOSTED BY GO-AHEAD GROUP AND JERICHO CHAMBERS IN FEBRUARY 2018,
ON THE SUBJECT OF RADICALISING REGULATORY THINKING, PART OF A WIDER
CONVERSATION SERIES ON MOVING THE CITY FOR GOOD.
indy.johar@jerichochambers.com
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Over the last few years, start-ups have been the key
focus of innovation investment by many governments
around the world, desperate to drive growth. However,
little (if any) focus has been placed on the constructive
role of regulation, institutions and governance. For a
strong economy, conversations need to move beyond
rhetoric of burning bureaucracy for unleashing free
markets on the one hand, or banning/ limiting technology on the other.
We have always known institutional innovation and
innovation by markets is interlinked, and increasingly
this reality is not only being better understood but also
better articulated. Yuen Yuen Ang’s brilliant book How
China escaped the Poverty Trap clearly articulates the
contribution of “weak” institutions to the Chinese growth
story, and how these can lend more positive value than
the traditional ‘strong and stable’ variety.
What can our developed economies and economies
caught in the middle-income trap learn from this? How
can we build a better capacity to manage the strategic
role of regulation? In an age of exponential technological advancement, how can we better implement the
strategic role of regulation for bringing in strong, future-facing economies?
In many developed and developing economies, our current institutional infrastructure finds itself in the eye of
the storm. Caught on the one hand by anaemic growth,
we are seeing global tech’s passive capture of our
societies (the Cambridge Analytica scandal a prominent
recent example at the time of writing), and an ever increasing populist call for de-regulation to unleash markets.
Developed and developing alike, economies are starting
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the-red-tape’ rhetoric; an entrenched
top-down approach; an industrial era
mindset, and a failure to understand the
potential growth technology offers. Our
21st-century institutions and regulators
will need to behave differently.

to feel exposure to the exponential scale
and scope of technological development.
Technological advances are starting to
fundamentally overwhelm our regulatory norms, practices and means. When
this reality is added to by public sector
‘austerity’ we have the perfect conditions
for regulatory and innovation failure.
Innovation is needed in the regulation
space.

We live in an age – where Matthew Taylor
of the RSA rightly argues – “hierarchical
methods are too weak, individualist drivers wholly inadequate and solidaristic
norms are as yet inarticulate”. Now is a
pertinent time for us to re-examine both
the relationship between regulation and
institutions, and the innovation capacity
of our nations.

The shifting context and capability challenging our current presumptions of
regulation and institutional design as
strong, stable and simple can be summarised as: Regulatory Explosion; ‘burn-

11 PRINCIPLES FOR REGULATORY FUTURES FOR A STRONG ECONOMY
This is a future which requires a new suite of Regulatory Design behaviours. Thinking
from the organisation I founded, Dark Matter Laboratories, is yielding the following 11
key reflections for better ways forward:

1.

AGILE:
In moments of transition technology, we recognise innovation needs “weak
institutions”. Too often this is interpreted by the free market as the dismantling of regulatory regimes and the weakening of institutional capacity (be it
planning, zoning or financial governance). Instead what is required are more
agile institutions and investment in growing the agile capacity of regulators to
innovate. Regulatory Sandboxes, as developed by the FCA, are an initial foray
into this future – creating the space for regulators to give clarification, exemption and interpretation to new technology and ventures.
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2.

OUTCOME-FOCUSED INNOVATION
In moments of transition we must recognise institutional innovation is not
only about innovating the methods and means of regulation offered by new
technologies, but, most importantly, embracing new means of achieving
outcomes. For example outcome-based planning driven by a real-time sensor economy, fundamentally challenges our land economy management
models (something Dark Matter are working on). We need to start to reimagine
how technology structurally reframes our means and places of regulation and
thereby also the capacity for the market to innovate.

3.

GOVERNANCE NOT GOVERNMENT
In a complex, emergent world we need to grow institutional infrastructure
for decentralised and distributed governance focused on the public interest.
Technical regulation is a useful tool for certain public interest models, but
increasingly we also need to rebuild and reimagine the role of professional bodies with their public interest accountability, i.e. doctors, architects,
accountants and their Hippocratic oaths, and professional codes of conduct
which theoretically drive professionals to work for the public good – regardless of who pays them. The “Profession” economy theoretically creates the
institutional infrastructure for the decentralised and distributed advancement
of public good. The question is how, in this regulatory future, do we bring this
economy into the 21st Century – with new models of peer-to- peer accountability and public governance.

4.

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
This transformation requires not the defunding of our institutional economy
and its capacity – as has been tacitly argued and executed – but (counter-intuitively) this requires additional investment to drive research, development and
innovation capacity. This does not mean driving better compliance (as would
often be argued by the “left”), but, again counter-intuitively, re-imagining what
compliance could mean in a real-time sensor-driven, smart-contract future.
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5.

DEVOLUTION
In a complex world creating the conditions for innovation require us to decentralise and distribute the capacity for regulatory and institutional innovation
to accommodate and address the real diversity and contextual particularity
within nations. Devolution strategies therefore cannot just extend to investment decisions or tax-raising capacity, but must include the capacity for institutional and regulatory innovation.

6.

GOVERNING SYSTEMS
In this transition we must recognise we live in a time of fundamentally new
models of agency, which transcend singular products or services. This is a
future in which we need to unlock the value of inter-dependency whilst not
undermining capacities for divergent thinking and agency, or encouraging
passive centralisation/quasi-monopolistic behaviours.

7.

PRE_REG STATE
However good our capacity to create an agile institutional infrastructure,
we will also need to recognise the importance of a pre-regulatory (Pre_Reg)
domain of agency – a place for prototyping, and experimenting in the real-world
prior to the development of viable new regulatory technologies/techniques.

8.

BACK TO THE FUTURE
Historic principles like “transfer pricing” in vertically integrated industries, give
pathways to addressing some of our digital ecosystem industries. Let’s start
experimenting with how these principles can be deployed in digitally-advanced economies. There is clear need and opportunity to materially re-interpret
and experiment with regulatory principles in a fully digital world to help them
become fit-for- purpose – and good for society.
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9.

SANDBOXING
A weak or fragile institutional economy also creates the capacity for “darker”
behaviours – from exploitation, to regulatory capture, to driving structural
lock-in – especially in a world of very powerful global multinationals. Great
care is required to prevent such strategies and lock-ins, becoming new means
of exploitation and lowering standards.

10.

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
Building this new digitally-advanced institutional economy needs us to build
the infrastructure, the open API ecosystems, public registries that are readable/ writable by machine, smart policy – linked to real-time data feeds and
API, code law precedence. The Open Bank APIs is a brilliant example of this
infrastructure development – which needs to be scaled and replicated across
other sectors. – Building this new digitally-advanced institutional economy
needs us to build the infrastructure, the open API ecosystems, public registries that are readable/ writable by machine, smart policy – linked to realtime data feeds and API, code law precedence. The Open Bank APIs is a brilliant example of this infrastructure development – which needs to be scaled
and replicated across other sectors.

11.

PUBLIC LEGITIMACY
Finally and perhaps most critically, it is essential we invest and build public
legitimacy, consciousness and awareness of the challenges we are facing
as a society. Without this – good intentions, capacity building and creativity will not be able to overhaul the deadly combination of legacy interest,
lock-in and lethargy – to build the politics that are necessary for this future.
Together, we believe, this proposed stack of intervention provides a framework for driving the structural, regulatory, and institutional innovation vital
to achieving the scale of progress necessary both in terms of unlocking positive
growth but also addressing challenges facing us in our survival as a civilisation.
Our future cannot be made by ‘burning the red-tape’ but instead by making it
agile and evolving it in all senses to make it fit-for- purpose. This is a future in
which we need to simultaneously design markets fit for the 21st century and
design for markets fit for the 21st century – only in rapid synchronicity can we
move forward.
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10.

FILLING THE VOID:
TRANSFORMING
POPULISM
by Catherine Fieschi
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AT COUNTERPOINT; SENIOR RESEARCH
FELLOW, INSTITUTE FOR GLOBAL PROSPERITY AT UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE LONDON.
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The Prinzessinnengarten in Berlin is in the old West
Berlin Kreuzberg neighbourhood. The wall used to run
a mere 300 yards from here, behind the ornate early
20th century buildings, and the shiny new flats that line
the river Spree. I confess that the garden isn’t what I
was expecting. The barren city block seems to be mainly
recouped wood and boxes. It’s Monday morning, it’s
very cold. Robert, who runs the garden, welcomes a
handful of us intrigued by this community endeavour
– a public vegetable garden built on community volunteering. Initially, I am mainly focused on the warm inviting
café across the street. Then the story bursts forth. In the
space of half an hour, as Robert rolls cigarette upon cigarette, the story sprouts – instead of the carrots we’ve
come to see, we are shown wealth. Of a particular kind.

None of what Robert
recounts falls into my

This is Berlin and – despite what the locals see as the
‘dramatic rise’ in prices – the city is still one of incredible space and spaces, affordable rents, and militant
neighbourhoods jealously guarding their public spaces
against encroaching private interests (again and again
I come across stickers rejecting the idea of a Google
Campus in the area).

category of ‘“feel-good

Having spent years in Cuba, Robert came back and decided to try and replicate the Cuban vegetable gardens
in Berlin. He was a young father. He thought this would
be a good idea that would allow him to test some of his
theories about community, about learning and skills and
about wealth. Whilst spending time with his son.

has been drained

None of what Robert recounts falls into my category of
“feel-good community schmaltz”. And there are none of
those buzz-words whose initial power has been drained
by their use and abuse in PowerPoint presentations:
No one is ‘brainstorming’, ‘mapping’, ‘learning by doing’,
‘story-telling’ or ‘creating belonging’.
Such a relief. They’re growing and selling vegetables.
And it doesn’t quite work – in that it doesn’t generate
enough cash. What does work is the café (that sells food
and beer), the people who drift in and out to use an area
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known as ‘the flea-market’, and the fact that other neighbourhoods now regularly turn to Robert and his crew to
come and help them create their own public vegetable
gardens. Something for which they charge.

The initiative is

In a city like Berlin, in a place like Germany, the codes
of community have been broken and re-broken over
the decades. They were tested most recently when the
city saw an unprecedented number of refugees arrive
in 2015. The city’s ethnic make-up changed: Syrians are
now the fourth largest group of foreigners, behind Turks,
Poles and Italians – and its areas are polarised. Kreuzberg is a far cry from Marzahn-Hellersdorf (a far right,
AfD hotbed). The garden pre-dates the 2015 refugee influx (it was created in 2009), but it has come into its own
since then and fulfilled a number of promises – some of
which it had not even made.

what markets –

In the story of the garden a number of key issues float to
the surface. First the fact that the community vegetable
garden is a ‘market’ – people volunteer but their status
as ‘volunteers’ gives them access to produce at 50% off,
so this is somewhere between volunteering and bartering. The initiative is one that allows us to reconnect with
what markets – on a good day – are supposed to deliver:
competition and cooperation; initiative and regulation;
professionalism and self-expression – and the means
to distribute and enhance the creation and circulation
of wealth. When you take these together you get not
riches as such, but prosperity. In other words, you sustain communities of people rather than just individuals.

and self-expression

One lesson I was first tempted to draw was that, while
the Cuban model was developed as a food-source and
food distribution network, the Berlin garden met a far
more important need – community support in the face
of massive demographic and social transformation, and
a quiet rebuttal to rising populism. In fact, food distribution and community are deeply entwined. It is the
existing community dynamics that allowed for the distribution and exchange to occur in Cuba – much as it is the
initial logic of market, of exchange that created the con-

In other words, you
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ventions, habits, patterns that allowed
for the emergence of a new community
at the heart of a large neighbourhood.
The regulation of the space (through
rules, borders, and collective decision
-making) for the purpose of equitable and
dynamic exchange is the soil in which the
community took root.

is in part going to mean finding ways of
providing some shelter from the harsher
winds of trade rather than doubling-down
on the current version of globalisation.
As for status and recognition, the populists claim that they are the only ones to
take ordinary people’s plight seriously, in
fact, to even notice them.

In the face of the growing threat of populism in Germany (and elsewhere), what
the garden does most explicitly perhaps,
is highlight two key things about what our
economies need to aspire to, in the face
of populism’s twin obsessions with the
‘real’ people and their abandonment by
the elite.

What counter-offer can progressives
make? The garden offers a hint. Its space is flexible but highly regulated – both
by its own rules and those of the city, as
well as by convention. In other words, it is
lightly institutionalised. And it is careful to
stipulate that it is *semi* public. This light
institutionalisation provides routinisation
and predictability, a form of protection
against radical uncertainty (both in terms
of what people are allowed to do, but
also what they take out, put in and when).
As for recognition, the garden grants its
workers a status, membership, as well
as some tangible economic benefits (this
is a labour of love for some, but it’s also
love that generates a bit of cash) but it
also markets itself as a place of expertise,
commitment and savvy. There is a visible
pride, a ‘busyness’ and purpose to all those we come across.

The first is that communities – like markets – are porous and shifting. It is the
comings and goings, the negotiation of
access, exchange and contribution that
grants them both dynamism and, ultimately, survival. The community is not what
or who people are, it is where people are;
it is a space – a fluctuating changing one.
Even something that can appear as fixed,
and as literally rooted, as a garden, is a
moveable feast – it is both cross-roads
and networks that stretch far beyond the
city block I saw.

This is not about recreating Candide –
tending our gardens is only a part of the
answer. But it offers glimpses of our fellow citizens’ deeper needs and how to
begin to meet them.

But perhaps most important, is the notion that neither the need for protection
nor the need for status should be taken
lightly. Populists promise protection to
those who feel they have been left to
fend for themselves against odds they
find overpowering. This version of protection is all walls, barriers and a weeding
out of the undeserving. So how do we do
better? Addressing the populist backlash
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11.

AFTERWORD
CH-CH-CHANGE....
Christine Armstrong & Robert Phillips
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The thing that unites every client who calls Jericho is the
need to change. Often the first call is from someone
we think of the as ‘the vanguard’. This is the visionary
person who sees that what they have always done just
isn’t working. Or that circumstances have changed so
much that the impact of their organisation is in decline.
Perhaps terminal decline if they can’t change.
Our vanguard caller might be the CEO, the head of HR
or the head of strategy or marketing – or someone else
entirely. Our clients seek a huge variety of changes: to
be more ethical, more trusted; more digital; more inclusive, or more innovative to name a very few. They usually
worry that they will have to motivate others to change.
They know that no one changes unless they want to.
They know too they will have to overcome the resistance
of those who fear change, that the journey comes with
risks, and they will have to bring on board those who
hope laying low will work just a little while longer. With
their colleagues, they will have to clarify the vision their
change will deliver and the markers that will tell them
they are going in the right direction, or not. And then
they have to draw up their plans and start trying: toe-dipping; piloting ideas; carrying out small experiments,
testing the water – things that can be followed up on as
successful or moved on from if not.
Recently, working with a team united in a goal to BAME
success within their organisations, we were struck by
the difference between those achieving tangible progress and learnings and those talking the talk but never
quite getting off the sofa. It was, quite simply, the energy
and determination to try, whatever their starting point,
seniority or role.
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If you’re the vanguard, if you’re realising that doing
nothing is far more dangerous than changing, then
call us. We won’t tell you the answer is a press release.
And we won’t bore you with 164 PowerPoint slides. We
will take the time to understand your unique situation
and bring together the best brains and widest range of
hands-on experience to tackle it.
Which is just what we’ve done with our theme today: a
change we all want. A vision of a strong British economy.
The next step will be to actually deliver it. Let us know
which idea you think is the one the vanguard should be
trying out.

If you’re the
vanguard, if you’re
realising that doing
nothing is far more
dangerous than
changing, then call
us. We won’t tell you
the answer is
a press release.
And we won’t
bore you with 164
PowerPoint slides.
We will take the time
to understand your
unique situation
and bring together
the best brains and
widest range of
hands-on experience

robert.phillips@jerichochambers.com
christine.armstrong@jerichochambers.com

to tackle it.
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